COPYRIGHT QUICK GUIDE
CREATIVE COMMONS

Creative commons is a licensing movement that allows the use of copyright works under licence terms. Creative commons offers a wide range of licenses that are used for a variety of works including, music, artistic, and video works.

The main restrictions of creative commons licenses are:

- **Attribution** - you must attribute.
- **Non-commercial** - the works can only be used for non-commercial purposes.
- **No-derivatives** - the work must not be used in a derivative form, or you must not create a derivative work from the original work. You must not alter, modify or adapt the work.
- **Share alike** - the work can be adapted, modified, altered, or changed. You must distribute the altered work [new work] under a share alike licence.

Following are licence conditions that are generic to all creative commons licenses:

- **Attribution** - all works licensed under creative commons must include an attribution or credit statement.
- **Link** - the attribution statement must include a link back to the creative commons deed.

An example of how to attribute

This work is licensed under a [Creative Commons Attribution Licence](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/).
Before using a creative commons licensed work ensure you read the licence terms, creative commons offers the following set of licences.

**Attribution (by)**
This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon a work, even commercially, as long as they credit the creator for the original creation. Read the Commons Deed | View Legal Code

**Attribution Non-commercial (by-nc)**
This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon a work non-commercially. The new works must contain credit the original creator, be for a non-commercial purpose. Read the Commons Deed | View Legal Code

**Attribution No Derivatives (by-nd)**
This license allows for redistribution, commercial and non-commercial, as long as the work is unchanged and credited. No adaptations allowed. Read the Commons Deed | View Legal Code

**Attribution Share Alike (by-sa)**
This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon a work even for commercial purposes, as long as credit is included and the new work is licence under the same licence. Read the Commons Deed | View Legal Code

**Attribution Non-commercial No Derivatives (by-nc-nd)**
This license is the most restrictive licence. This license allows others to download and share works with others as long as credit occurs, no adaptations/changes are made to the original work and the use is non-commercial. Read the Commons Deed | View Legal Code

**Attribution Non-commercial Share Alike (by-nc-sa)**
This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon a work non-commercially, as long as credit occurs and the new work is licence under the same licence. Read the Commons Deed | View Legal Code

Sourced from Creative Commons Licences: [http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/meet-the-licenses](http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/meet-the-licenses)

**GETTING ADVICE**

The Copyright Management Service can assist with further advice feel free to contact us with any query you may have.